
CANDIDATE   FOR   THE   NASSAU   SUFFOLK   REGION’S   63RD   S’GANIT  
CHARLOTTE   LEIGH  

 
VISION   STATEMENT:  

This   is   your   opportunity   to   state   your   own   personal   vision   statement.   What   do   you   hope   to   accomplish   for  
your   term?   To   what   lengths   will   you   bring   NSR   in   the   upcoming   year?   Paint   a   picture   for   the   changes   that  

you   will   make   in   the   future,   and   how   you   will   get   there.   
Now   more   than   ever,   us   BBGs   need   Sisterhood.   It   is   the   driving   force   of   BBG,  

and   is   what   brings   us   all   together   at   every   event,   whether   it   be   chapter,   regional,   or  
international.   Because   we   missed   out   on   so   many   opportunities   to   create   new   memories  
this   year,   my   goal   as   Regional   S’ganit   will   be   to   make   up   for   all   of   the   memories   that   we  
missed   out   on   making   together   and   give   all   BBGs   more   opportunities   than   ever   to   come  
together   to   create   new   memories.   I   will   accomplish   this   by   holding   more   regional   events  
throughout   the   year   such   as   adding   a   BBGG   at   the   beginning   of   the   year   and   having   a  
BBGG   event   at   the   end   of   the   year.   I   will   also   implement   new   regional   events   such   as  

BBG   Coffee   House   Night,   BBG   Founder’s   Day   event,   and   Battle   of   the   Chapters.   
 

Often   the   6   folds   are   lost   in   translation   within   BBG   programming,   how   can  
you   work   to   provide   relevant   and   informative   resources   directly   to   regional   and  

chapter   programming?  
Each   of   the   6   folds   are   imperative   to   BBG   programming   in   their   own   ways.  

During   the   programming   year,   I   will   work   with   the   Regional   Mazkirah   to   constantly   add  
new   programs   to   the   program   bank    on   the   NSR   website   with   specific   programs   for  

each   fold.   In   addition,   I   will   constantly   communicate   with   all   of   my   chapter   counterparts  
to   ensure   they   are   including   at   least   2   of   the   folds   per   each   chapter   meeting.   I   will   also  
have   my   chapter   counterparts   submit   each   program   to   me   a   week   before   the   meeting  

so   that   I   can   review   the   script   and   make   sure   it   is   perfect   and   will   leave   BBGs   with  
memories   to   last   forever.   For   regional   programming,   I   will   work   with   the   BBG  
programming   chair   to   create   ways   to   incorporate   the   6   folds   at   each   event.   

 
How   do   you   intertwine   international   incentives   into   our   region   in   a   way   to   cater   to  

our   members  
Including   international   incentives   into   our   regional   and   chapter   programming   will  

help   us   as   a   region   feel   more   connected   to   the   entire   international   order,   and   help   us  
connect   with   other   regions   holding   the   same   events   as   us.   A   great   way   to   intertwine  
international   incentives   into   our   region   would   be   to   hold   a   BBG   Founder’s   Day   event  

with   all   of   our   neighboring   regions.   Unlike   Kickoff   with   the   other   New   York   Regions,   this  
event   will   be   more   structured   which   will   give   BBGs   the   opportunity   to   form   bonds   with  

each   other,   make   new   memories,   and   new   friendships.   


